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PADUCAH. KY.. MONDAY EVENING, MAY 11, 1908

VOL. XXIII NO. 113

HOLLOWELL CASE ON TRIAL IN Cornerstone ofNew Home ofBureau JODIE GROCE, AFTER CONFESSING THAT HE
FEDERAL COURT WITH JURY of American Republics at Capital IS A NIGHT RIDER, TESTIFIES THAT CON=
FROM VICINITY OF LOUISVILLE Laid With Appropriate Ceremonies FESSION WAS PROCURED BY COMPULSION
First Sensation Comes When
Detective Attempts to Arrest Plaintiff's Witness on
Charge From Another Co.
Many New Faces Are Seen
Among Witnesses and Both
Sides Will Have Additional
Testimony at This Trial.

KeltWeetVelliikVIVWCWIMMilliViets::

Washington, May II.-- President
Roosevelt, Secretary of State Root,
Andrew Carnegie and the Brazillian
arnbasmador epoks- today at the laying
of the cornerstone of the new home
of the bureau of Amu-re-an Republics,
the gift of Mr. Carnege,
of distinguished
A great crowd
men representing the nations of the
western hemisphere and many Euro.
peen powers, members of congress
and citizen, attended.
Andrew Carnegie.
Pointing to the realization of hope
for arbitration of all future
la the America, Marked by th,. erection of the nevi buildings for the bureau of American republics, as a further (-hairier In the gospel of peace,
Andrew Carnegie followed the address
of President Roosevelt with a Hermon
on "Peace on Earth and Good Will
Toward Men."
"Today," said Mr Carnegie, "my
thoughts revert to the first PanAmerican conference, of which I was
a member, called by my friend, Mr.
Blaine, then
secretary of state,
worthy pioneer 'in the great work in
which we are now engaged, which is,
believe, to culminate in the- banishment t sof a:ici
er tffrom
hrco
,
A
ti(m
meric
conoaf° the
es-stern henehoithere to internal peace.
"It rematna for this hemisphere to
:maintain its Iced In the adoption of
•'arbitration as the only- Christian
i meare of twitting international die-

a

•
"

poles. We hope that all of the republics In the South American continent will soon follow the example of
Argentine and Chile and of the five
C.ntral American repritslit-s with their
one supreme tribunal, recently constit u ted at a meeting of their representatives In N.Va-hington."'
Mr. Carnegie pointed to the faltjeful observance for nearly a century
of the agreement as to naval power
In the Great Lakes by the
United
States and Canada, and declared that
the two tiny
veseels there have
proved the most isowerful vessels of
war, "the true Dreadnaughte—since
they have kept th.. ',pier by discharging salvos ef good will " "A nation
has everything to dread from gigantic
armed Dreadnaugtits,•' continued Mr.
Carnegie." but nothing to dread from
these true agents of peace."
He declared that Europe is the vor
tex of militarism, and remarked. lie
Orientally that there was no armstnent against outtedeznetnies, for the
nemies of Europe are they of its own
household. The ironmaster eloquently depleted the agreement between
Argentina and Chile, marked by the
statue of Christ in the Andes, with
the Inscription, "Sooner shall these
mnuntains crumble to dust than Argentines and Chileans break the peace
which at the feet of Ohrist the Redeemer they hays, sworn to maintain."

The first aensatIon In the Hollowell ease came this morning when
Iletective Will Baker attempted to
serve a bench warrant from Lyon
county on S. L. Hall. one of the principal witness for the plaintiff, In the
l('osatInued mi Page Flee.)
federal court room. Vebeu Detesilve
Baker learned that Hall was a witnes* he apologized and left pees-leitatelY• Just as he went out Judge
Evass ordered him brought Into
court. but Detective Baker did hot
know of the fact.
Hatt is the man mentioned in connection with Jodie Grose-is eonfession.
He has been a spy In the night rider
Tbe bench - warrant is from
cantle
the Lyon circuit (-min .alej charges
(Continued on page 6)
thel with bootlegging. It was issued
May 9 and arrived in Paducah twisty.
): the pipe organ at one of the leading
Earliugton. K , May 11 Special.
fleteetlye Baker .was Instructed that
:churebes in a city near Cincinnati and
A
raid
was
threatened
Hopkins
the man would be found around the
hi instructors are enthusiastic over
county
near
St
Charles
last
night.
thar
federal building. but he did not knowi
'hts prospects. In addition to the
Maier
Albrecht
with
a
detachment
of
in
.
Hall was • witorees. and Item; entirely
I eo and organ
Mr,-Reddick- le—
-teese tremors Went -ter-eh
efelerites--19W*--inetteent. He -Thliftefeed the fact
studying lerenrti. German and other
he had been used .when he learned the raiders skipped. Citizens saw the subjects. Mrs J. T. Reddirk heft tobend of masked men.
the truth of the matte,.
day to visit in Louisville and from
there she will go to Cincinnati to visit
hall's testimony was a decided deher son.
parture from the usual trend of evidence. He proposed to expese seHillman Company Wins.
crets of the "Inner circle," and said
he saw all the members after the whip
Resolutions on the death *of W D
Attorney C. C. Griersham defended Visits the Basehell lime
by
the
Mc- the Hillman Land and Iron company
•ising of Hollowell and they all admit- (rem were adopted
Wallace Park and Arouses
been
there exeepting Clacken eotinty liar &arias-teem' this at Eddy vine Saturday tweet:dully, in
ted having
fleeeem Brimni: wow, eemted befog afternoon at a special meeeng bald In the salt brought by John S. Gregory
lireat Curiosity.
A large for ffioh Steele, against that company.
teem, and meld only four efe the the the court itionee at 2 erelock
He reel
fosidants Were there.
he number of the local legal fraternite and W. H. Tritt for the death of
joined the night Mere after the Hol- attended the meeting, considering the Steele by drowning. Damages; in the
lowell whipping and attended a nieet- various courts now in Remotion here. sum of $10.0ele Were sought but the Tells Where Yon May Find
D II litoetres. William Marble, J. jnry refused to give a verdict fur the
ing in Knabb's 'reboot house when the
Mocquot. J. C. Flounioy, John K. plaintiff, not deciding the suit until
news was brought that they were to be
Ilim*Today and Tonight.
sued. B. Malone, Wiltiant Turner. leendeek, H. T Lightfoot and Januar this morning. Hendrick. Miller
Malachi Pickering and Oteiree and Campbell. Sr., we;.,' appeented to pre Marble r.•1,•••••.,nt,11 ehe plaintiffs,
Judgs. Campbell
Marion Flitown and John It. K. Hello- pare reeolutien
YESTERDAY
SEVERAL (ALIA
well were there. Jelin R. - 4follows-1e presided and eu logiP11 were pro

FtIRRANKS1 WITS.

Two Men, Whom He Implicated in His
Confession, Are on Grand Jury at
Eddyville, When He Appears
Before the Body.

Weediingtone May 11. (Special.)—Although it is denied by I
4
Senator 11••minway. it in stated;
on good authority that Vier'
President Fairbanks has deckled es
to quit the race and his name t
ol
will tee be presented ti• the eonventkon. Secretary Taft eel get
the Indiana vote in that event.
oe

COUNTY ATTORNEY KRONE AND
CO. JUDGE CRUMBAUGH TOGETHER

REGISTER'S SALE
IS POSTPONED BY Neither Official Had Slept in His Home Between 10 O'clock
Night And 2 O'clock in the Morning For Weeks
CREDITORS' MOVE At
Before So:diers Appeared

Creditors of the Register NewspaJodie F. Groce, after confessing in this city before Notary Public K.
per company blocked the announced H. Puryear to being a night rider, appeared before the Lyon county growl
sale of that publication this morning jury Saturday and said the affidavit he made here was not true and it
at le o'cloek by filing a petition in was procured from him by compulsion. Two of the men he swore to
Judge E. W. sleagby's court to throw meeting :n night riding conference at Friendship school house, were on
the company into involuntary bank- the grand jury.
Sedie Groce is a barber, who came to Paducah from Eddyville. anal
euptcy. Bradshaw & Bradshaw filed
the petition, representing the 1.•fluis- County Attorney W. L. Krone. who procured the confeseion, is not inv 1 ie Paper company, E. G. Boone & clined to let the matter drop. It is said that S. L. Hall, a spy on the
oOmpany. and the Paducah Light and eight riders, "turned Jodie up." and Sedle sent word to Mr. Krone that he
s.(shed to see Krone. The latter welt to the shop, where Jodie was workPower company.
ing, and he says he has four witness e who saw Jodie call him out of the
Commissielner Cecil Reed was not
j
served with a notice of the petition shop to make the confession.
That was Friday and when Mr Krone went to the Union station next
in bankruptcy. nor was any effort
Eddyville, he found the alleged night rider in
made to legally stop the sale, but he day to emompany Jodie to
custody of Deputy Sheriff H. b. Coleman, and then Jodie stayed out of
the
derided in view of this lateet mote.
Tliellteerrnrelleterlleginae pries in oseetee.e-eeeeeretinireteletear-wentetioefoaethaeleelstreteeC-------Sell the newspaper plant today. His
Jodie Groce's coafession implicates
receivership will continue until some
eighteen men, members of Dewey and
move is made by the petitioners in
Friendship lodges, named for the
trookruptcy to secure a 'receiver of
school houses where they meet, ant •
their own. The, Register also will
designates the captains of each. JONA.e.
continue to be published. unless the
ecording to his affidavit, woos mie1210-1:
cieditors think something could
be
her of Dewey lodge.eand at
saved by ceasing putelication.
•hlp lodge he saw two of the *stall
Judge Wetter Evans; must first
Claa714..Reetee
takes
adjudicate the peetIon in bankruptcY
e during the Mddyville odd.
before a trustee can be elected by the
Hall's connection with the, Math?
sreditors. The papers have been
is unique, and his lile la already hire forwarded to hie houlavIlle office, but
felted to the night riders. He had a
Chicago, May 11.—George Andera, he Is now engaged here in the Holhard time getting into the night rider •
lowell casee a delay is expected. son. of Tarkto. Mo., one of the few
band, but he was a valuable memWithin two weeks an election of a men who in answer to a matrimonial
ber, because be is a dire delft! by dietruetee probably will be held and the advertisement, went to the Glinness
position and they could -pat-Wm bath.,
home
it.
arand
lived
to
tell
about
slow procedure 'of the bankruptcy
front on any sort of 'a d4sperate enLaporte
rived
here
today
en
route
to
court _will be under way.
''%..ei
believes a chance awakening in terprise,
It ass intimated this morning that He
He startled County ..ludee W. Rthe night _saved him from -murder
arise K Wheeler, D.
he said, told them Attorney William nounee4 by.
It the creditors should not be satisfied
Two years ago he went to La Porte Crumbaugh at Eddyville Saturday hi'
Yost was to let them know if milt Fetishes and Judge Campbell.
with the conduct of the receivership
in answer to an advertisement. Mrs. _taking him if he remembered sitting'
was brought, and said If they didn't
The bar will noei at 2 o'clock toender Commissioner Cecil Reed, they
Where to Find Ridges Today.
Gunnese asked him how much money up late on a certaiii night about six
rmist morrow to attend the funeral. Court
have enough evidence they
receiverundertake
to
appoint
a
will
3 to 4 p. m on Broadway.
he had. He admitted he had little weeks ago churning In alehouse with
meetings were arranrid to sill adjourn
ti ake it
themselves.
the
right
ship
They
have
4 to 5 p. ne at postoMee.
She was incensed, he says, but told an automatic gun across JOS knee. He
ref were-mite together and Attorneys
is
7:34) to 10:30 p. m.. Ketnucky to do this even before the case
hi mto stay at her house that night. mentioned the hour and Judge Crnra
.
lost & leifloon and Ward Headley Mit. N11.1, REDDIt'14 Mt kiKs
rdjudicated by Judge EVans. There
theater.
During the night he was awakened Waugh Said he remembered it.
were to be present.
10.3'ORD AT (i(1NATI.
is not the slightest dissatisfaction
"Well," said Hail, "j saw you."
1:30 td 9 - 30 p. m.. Kozy theater.
and found the woman bending over
thus far with Commissioner Reed's
liall faid he talked to Jo' Murphy
Where to Find Mailles Tuesday rare.
him In bed. He cried out in surprise
Were Alter the Judge.
RecIdick,
Mr
Will
son
of
Dr
J.
T.
opinbut
differences
of
leceirership,
Hollowell's.
Mur•trout - the raid at
and she fled. Anderson stayed awake
The night riders planned to capture
ion between the two parties might
phy said he went in advance of the Reddick. Is breaking some records at
different
stores
Will visit
on Broadall night and left next day.
.fudge Crumbangt, If they could with.
Salt Lake City, May 11 —City om
arise as to economy in management,
mob to guard the honae and keep Reb- his school in Cincinnati. He has the
way between 10 and 12 a. m.
nut harming him or being shot themSaw Two Together.
creditors, praying for bankand
the
ell from eircerpiog and that he did tint distinction of being the on:y member dais left for Ogden. where they will
• Tueaday Afternoon,
Laporte, Ind., May 11.—James selves, a-nd 'slake him take the sight
to operate the
ruptcy,
misfit
desire
git away until after the ehooting. of a clam of thirty to pass the exami- greet Admiral Evans when he reaches
Will visit the Crystal theater and
Minnick, a grocer. declares Mrs. Gun- rider oath in order to she; kin up.
Mtieetiy told him he stayed all night nation for a teacher of music's err- there today. Two thousand greeted take In performance between 1:30 newspaper _plant themselves. All the
thing
tificate.
In
the
first
year
of
his
conEvans
as
he
passed
through
Reno
of
expenses of running the newspaper ness and Lamphere met la his store They Intended ding the same
Ith John E. Hollowell the night
find
p.
m.—$150
reward
if
cap5:30
-before the Gunness with county Attorney Krone. On the
against the assets the, afternoon
are
now
charged
Pe-kering aloe servatory course. Easter he played Sunday.
the raid.
Melachl
inside
tured
theater.
home was burned. She bought oil occasion referred to Judge Crumbaligh
conalsany.
of
the
told hint
out being at the raid.
Will visit the carnival inside the
and Lamphere tobacco. Minniek de had sat there and taunted fora whale.
Interest was shown in the proposed
Hall aged that the Mete rider meetbig tent between the hours of R and
clares Mrs. Gunness' eyes were red and when he flubbed be set the churn
ingts were ,brld In .the Knabb rrehool
11 p. me- -$200 reward if captured sale this morning and some specula- Lamphere didn't speak to her. The aside and went outside Lbe booth and
tion was 'indulged as to the probable two left, going In opposite direction,
inside the tent.
.house and that he did not besonie a
stood guard until 3 o'clock in the
member until after the raid. HA told
Mr. Halllle10 Rotate Sunday Afternoon bidders. With this latest move, the Today ashes in the cellar are being morning.
_
affair"
of
the
the
which
.
in
winding
up
cheat
..
new
motilee
a
In
my
drive
on
the
corner
of
hew they took
I started
altted.
It was !corned that Judge Crumsac to regular Ferret order form. ewe
Fourth and Broadway, drove out compaAy has been greatly lengthened.
Reward Offered.
leuge and County Attorney ,ffirone
Broadway until I came to Sixth
new sem promised to be vouched fir
The city council will offer $5.000 never slept in their homes beteres.n
street; from Sixth and Broadway to
by some member and then ballotted
Belle
reward for the capture of Mrs.
!be_ hours of le o'clock at night and
had partnerships with the' most sue- Jefferson street. drove out west Jefon. lie saki all of the defendants
Gunness or any accomps.
2 in the morning for nearly three
cessful lawyers of tee' end of the ferson until I came to 1620 Jefferson
Prominent Local Attorney
stem members when he joined.
•
months
before the whitens reached
state.
Judge
Kingman.
of
the
Kanstreet.
where
L
made
an
inquiry
of a
Hail started to ten alma aserocite
Lively bidding marked the Pales at
ley. of ilitieet Melallterlt of
Eddyyille. They went to bed at dark
sas supreRie retire was a partner In young gentleman who -wore a light
eon members bring moessed to pay
assort*.
Grower,'
Tubas/leo
and got up at 1.0 teckwit and took
Stnithlapd, as was also Judge Wiley brcraii suit, dark tie, in his shirt the Dark
the espenses of the trial, but woe not
Passes Awily.
with
their station outside, armed
Fowler, In Paducah he suemesively sleeves, an jo where .Mr. Paxton lived.- tton salesroom all of today. MT. E.
permitted by the court. Neither was
practiced with Jteige William Reed. I found the young man to be very J. O'Brien, of Louisville. agent for
enter the resi- three or four automatic guns. At It
tried
to
illieglars
oath
of
lend
give
the
he permitted to
the Frenetiviernment. attended the dence of
s. Corbett. on North o'clock they went in again and slept
courteous and obliging. He told me
required of those joining the inner
, and was assisted by
sales In pe
last night, hut when tette S. They have become so aecusstreet,
Eighth
(Continued
Four.)
On
Page
the
I
Mr.
Paxton
waslooking
for
William Its it Greet, a lung-time
circle
lie said not all asomeation
his local manager, Mr. Vernon Mer- prying at a window ,the family was tomed to that sort of discipline that
lived in the 1100 block on the same
members were night riders hut that prominent attorney of Padurah and
Kennedy also bought
ritt, W
was Attorney Krone can lh down at any
awakened. The 'retire station
street. I returned to the 1100 block
the °reanimation was strong in Cald- Smithland. Ky., died Atanday morning hittxrrs LANDIAIRD WHILE
largely foe the Italian government. telephoned and Police Lleigenam Pot- time and force himself to Sleep and
SHERIFF IS 1.00KINO O. and paid Mr. Paxton a short call.
at 4:20 o'clock from a complication
well eountY.
Several hundred hogsheads had been ter
sent Patrolmen Merry and Barber awaken wide eyed and vigilant. They
Logansport, Led
Missy Lt.—James From there I drove back to BroadThe evidetme . of Hall was the only of demises, siert-Induced by Bright's
sold at press time.
to
tnvestigate,
and after an hour's often have seen mesi skulking about
waycame
to
the
2500
block.
until,
I
stock
Brown.
a
man,
was shot and
thing new and startling developing at disease, at his home. 321 North
search through alleys no suspects their premises.
His death was expected by killed by R. M. Cotterman, a tenant, where I noticed some very beautiful
the trial this morning and when he street.
at this
could be found.
County Attorney Krogh • has be,.rt
WSIATHER.
beams his testimony the term crowd the family, and came after an Illness Whom he was trying to elect from his roses in the yard. Stopping
threatened time and again and he hae
strained every nerve to nest his of several weeks. Mr. Greey was 74 home near Galveston. Cotterman sur- place I left the carriage and apvery pleasant old lady and
spent several hundred dollars of hill
words. He gave his testimony very sears old and lived his interesting life ondered to the sheriff, accompanying proached a
asked to purchase a few roses for my
own money In hunting down tee night
entirely in western Kentucky.
Brown.
lady friend. In her conversation she
riders. The deep root the organizaInfluenced by the teachings of
told me all about the roses and as
tion hes- takes east of the river
Robert Ingersoll, the starter of many
was leaving I told her who I was: so
snakes his gosItIon more hasa.dous
legal queers that have gime become
I went on my way rejoicing. I passed
c
and more dllikeit eves than I mat of
famoui. active in a wide variety of
a very pleasant party of ladies and
County Judge Wells, of Gallocounty.y.,
business enterprises and eminently
gentlemen riding Is a Rambler' autosuccessful In his chosen profession of
Thoffile, whey paid particular attention
etw, the career of W. D. Greer preIt is only with the exposure of the
to Lingo, the talking dog, who was
mints picturesque material for the
facts In the JOille Orono ease that
betide
me
seat
of
In
back
the
sitting
hiographer. As a yonng man in his
County Attorney Krone is receiving
the carriage. we drove o flout to
teens, he name to the first college Pathe credit Justly due him. The cases
the
park
Wallace
and i through
ttie-at can boast and had as a roomCaptain Chapman and a detail of before the grand jury In Lyon countg „
grounds. I found the park to be vete
mate Clark Ingersoll. the brother of
soldiers of Company II. Third regi- now were worked up through his et.
nicely kept and pleasant surroundthe famous Robert Ingersoll. The inment, arrIvedsia Paducah last ntglit forts, It Is said. County Judge Crum.
11.—Trees fluence of the Ingersells was noticed
Tulsa, Okla., May
ings.
and are quartered at the Belvedere. baugh rine Attorney' Krone apparently
tenon,
Wash
May
11
.
—President
visited
were
unthe
and
houses
later
game
two
and
ball
snapped in
thrOughouf Mr.. Greer's life. bat at
They decline to state. their Miamian stand altue n their efforts to brine
roofed and windows scattered by a the last he manifested faith in the Rooestselt in taNing to Members of Watched the sumo f r a couple of
rs to entice,
but two are sitting In the lobby the .night
here;
the
National
Prosperity
aesociation.
innings, 'I noticed I particular Wilterrific wledstorin which passed over orthodox conceptions and died In
Wbew
the
federal
court
room.
of
the
of M. Louis, expreaell the atmolit liams, the right a.Idtr of the Paduthis locaelty during the Might. None complete peace qf mind.
Hollowell case was tried before, solStrained at tugusta.
error by missIs reportsd Inbred.
Senator Piles. of Washington, (tah- sonlithoce In the rhino of good times. cah team, make a
(Spectate—,
Aug-lista. Mu'
diers MIMIC her ostensibly to be-la
Incidentally
he
preached
them
a
serefts)
fly.
Outside
of
the
an
muff
ing
Inienced the study c law In Judge
touch with Calloway county; but Colonel Lillard and troops are here
good
mon
ow
the
said
was
very
government
aid
game
Interesting.
I
Okla.,
May
the
Woodward,
11.—Many Greer', office at Smithland and amoag
since then the majority of them have Investigating the night riders, erointy
persons were Injured sod- several are the nem of the many messages of administration's policy, wetting no rather surprised the ball- players by
he• n transferred across till' river, and officials ordered the sheriff in ease Inreported killed by a cyclone which sympathy the family received was a Mare menses to.busiasgt thee legisla- driving arouiid4,s ball grounds sad
Showers tonight probably Tuesday. no soldiers hare been here since the timidation of citizens Ives attempted
He said: "We faced lte grand tand on the opposite
struck small towns southenet tit here telegram from lingsto- Piles at pres- tion already enacted
Highest temperature yesterday. TS; April term of the federal court until to arrest the soldiers If It took Kalil
during the night. Communication Io ent in Washingttne Mr Greer began will not cermet- Re back to conditions
.bliediadied Inas In the .
last night.
lowest
%lea
tolerates'
wrong
doing."
UAW. 41.
int
gaga
weds.;
placticing law before he was 31 and
(O.sthn4

MAJOR ALBRECHT
PREVENTED RAID
IN HOPKINS CO

`•4

at_ ___

..mphatioally and did not waver at any
-went.
Hall at the time of the raid on Hollowell was living within a quarter of
rd mile of the place on the farm of
Othan Kneel), who was charged with
Is
generalissimo of the Caldwell
county riders. Knebb wam killed in
fight at the Princeton opera house
n eently.
John le Hollowell. Joseph Murphy,
Milton Oliver and Wallace Oliver intioduced wear-sees
eatablieh
Wallace Oliver was with Firm and
Edgar Oliver and Doon Bush at home.
Itoon Bush har. since been Indicted
for the Dyeusburg raid.
The Trial.
Little time was lose this morning In
fedoral court in getting into the trial
of the case of Robert Hollowell for
$50.04).0 damages from
brother and
cousin. John E. and .1.shn W. Hollowell, and 26 or his neighbors In Caldwell county, whom he charges with

RAFFLES STARTS
ON HIS VI
SUNDAY EVENING

ANDERSON AWOKE
SAW MRS. GUNNESS
STAMM BY HIM

BAR MEETING

and

twilx,E444,”.4w4lia

EVANS TRIUMPHAL
TRIP ACROSS THE
CONTINENT BEGUN

r

HON. W. D. GREER DIES SUNDAY MORNING
AFTER LINGERING FOR MORE THAN WEEK

BIG TOBACCO SALES

and'
Bar

BURGLARS FRIGHTENED
Hat

Firth

CYCLONE STRIKES
OKLABOMA AGAIN
--REPORTS VARY

SOLDIERS HERE,
BUT WILL NOT SAY
WHY THEY'RE HERE

PRESIDENT SAYS
PROSPERITY SURE
AND RIGHT RULES

344e-1\-Ireel-

syk.

A,

r

AO.

•

PAGE TWO.

IPADUCAll WINNER
FROM CAIRO TEAM

Mari*,
'Women

letsand
-ii°171412
-YverY
figure,
pretty"
ahapely,
many of them deplore the
;
loss of their girli.h forms
- t
after marriage. The bearing
of children is often destructive
to the mother's shapeliness.
All of this can be avoided, Seven Row Iv Eighth Isaias
IhOWINVer, by the ass of Wither's Friend before baby comes, as this
Took the Vietary.
, Snit liniment always prepares the body for the strain upon it, and
the symmetry of her form. Mother's Friend overcomes all the
gay of child-birth, and carries the expectant mother safely through
4 this critical period without pain. It is woman's greatest blessing. Pitt her.' Rattle for Sraels laningps
Thousands gratefully tall of the benefit and relief derived from the
11 hen r.,..era Let Dowe for
Little While.
1 Me of this wonderful
• remedy. Sold by all M
?druggists at $1.00 per
!bottle. Our little
WINNERS
BOYS
sIETROP(Htlite
book, telling all about
liniment, will be sent free.

s
r'
he
ot
F "end

ni

Rettli!el Ca, Atliita, fla

MIMMelle

OUR REPAIR DEPARTMENT IS FIRST CLASS

L Wolff I
327 BROADWAY

MOStet li, MAY II.

THE PADUCAH tVENING st'N

1 1
15

1

Jeweled
PADUCAH. KY.

Departmer.t.
W.S. Mather in charge Watch Repair
Department.
Repair
Jewelry
and
D, b. Sutton. Engraver

Ask
Ruth Grey
1111•1•11MINNIIIIIIM

Attentioll! Notice!

At St Leaks.
There was an
St. Louis, May 11
even break in a double header y est relay.
core:
RILE
0 4 2
-4thouis
3 6 2
Cinclansti
Batteriee—Kargetr. Marshall and
alias; Swing, McLean and Schtel.

s

Second Game.
8 13 4
St. Louis
7 13 2
Cincinnati
Batteries --Lush. Higginbotham.
Ludwig, McMcGlynn, Bliss and
earthy, Tozer. Spade and &Mel.
14111111SdaY'S ReS4111111.
Pittsburg. 0; Chicago. I.
Philadelphia. 1; Brooklyn. 0.
New York, 7: Boston. 3.
St. Louts, 3; Cincinnati. 1.

AMERICAN LEAGUE.
Paducah won the game from the
Standing.
Cairo Pabst' yesterday afternoon by
W. L. Pct.
a score to 8 to 1, although it does sot
13 7 .632
indicate how hard the Cairo bunch New York
11 8 .578
tried for the victory. Runyan and Cleveland
.371
.13
Powers had a pitchers' battle until Philadelphia
11 11 .500
the eighth inning, when Paducah ran St. Louis
10 10 .500
in seven scores, just enough to re- Chicago
8 11 .421
lieve the tension of the fans. Both Wasbington
8 13 .381
pitchers were in fine form, and Boston
8 11 .421
twirled good ball. In the fifth in- Detroit
ning the score was 1 to 0 in favor of
At Chtintlto•
Paducah, when In the elgth inning
RILE
Score:
the visitors broke the ice by getting
1 6 6
a score PA A succession of errors. Chicago
3 10 0
With the score tied Paducah came'to Cleveland
Sullivan;
Batteries—White and
bat, and hit Powers so hard that
seven tallies came over the home pan. Thielman and Bemis.
In the batting feast Cooper knocked
Second Game.
a three bagger and Williams slarnmed
R H E
Score:
onesout that was good for two sacks.
2 6 1
The game was a good' one, and Chicago
0 4 2
300 fans cheered the Paducah teem Cleveland
sold Sullivan;
Batteries—Smith
to victory. Doyle, a Metropolis lad,
caught his first game for the team. Chech and Clarke.
and he displayed good headwork, and
At $t-,Louis.
handled himself like an experienced
I/ E
Score:
ball player. although a little weak
7 n
with the stick. For the Cairo team St. Louis
1
6'
Eddie Powers pitched winning ball. Detroit ..........
Petty
and
Batteries—Waddell.
but in the eighth idling his horseSpencer; Donovan and Pane.
hlebatrkca
wa
and
._24,_
sts_
left
hibm
eft pa
cillro
shoe
sho
an airship. Seven hits were secured
Second Game.
off Powers. while Runyan's curves
RHE
- &ore:
00ly for two safeties.
,
were banged
1
Next Saturday-and Sunday the Pa- St. Louis
11 13 1
Detroit
Tenn..
-Paris,
the
play
will
team
ducah
Batteries--Graham. Dineen and
team,•a good bunch of ball players.
Stephens: Lain*. and Payne.
The lineups were:
i•pertsn,
tra
Po
Saturdays Reunite.
p; French, lb.; 'Morgan., .11); Weldasn.
Chicago, 1-6: St. Louis.
Downs,
;3b; Dunn, ar; Warden, If;
Cleveland, 4-2: Detroit. 34.(
I
ond game six
c:
Goodman.-lb: Cooper, 2b,
wastitaitten. 4: Phi'adefiehia. 2.
r man. 3b; Robinson. as; Huge If:
1Newman. et; Willies:is, rt.
Three is a 'row& -Surely Doolittle
doesn't need two stenographers In his
i.
Metropolis Wins
business. Why (Nes be have them"
At Metropolis a good game was "His wife insists ma it. 1 believe Just
played yesterday with the cairn a little precautioa.11.4-Puck.

SKIRTS
The Season's Newest Styles
Offered Tuesday at Very
Special Prices
REMEMBER—Our Skirts
are not "made just to sell,"
they are built by experienced
tailori, finished by hand, giving
them, their perfect fit and
wearing quality. That's the
reason every woman that buys
a skirt of us becomes our customer. We are selling the
perfect skirts.
Tuesday we place on sale a
full new assortment of all
kinds, specially priced.

$4.95 to $20.00
•
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WHAT
I DO

11)0
WHAT I
ADVERTISE

RILEY BURR

Bring ibis Ad and
Get Benefit of
Reduced Rates

Psychic Palmist

THE WORLD'S GREATEST
rsvoino PALMIST,WITH.
OUT ASKING A SINGLE
QUENTION, TELLS NAME,
AGE AND 011TP ATIoN
OF EVERY CALLER. SO
('IN THE FUTURE BE
TOLD.
HE WILL TELL WU WHAT
YOU CALLED FOR---ANY.
'THING YOU WANT TO
KNOW — A DVICE THAT
WILL DO 6001).

ARE YOU IN TROUBLE OF
ANY KIND?
Discontented, unhappy, or
not satisfied in life? Have
you any domestic or peg troub'es that annoy you? But no
matter what your troubles
may be, you *ill be told of
them and receive the proper
advice.

BOW TO OVERCOME ALL
TROL1ILICS.
Your past, your present life
ant your entire future, and
everything can be told by con1talting tb.s world eminent
Idektroyant and Spirit Medium
Elm is the greatest master of
OtieWit science and psychic
. broom the world bax ever
His predictions are
hilMera.
altars correct, and never fail
to'eon. trite, as thousands of
p,-,ple will testify.
posiTIVIIT tiCARANTEF.8
ALL
WHEN
I4$ I.-04
OTHERS PAIL CONCERN.
IM; BUSINESS AFFAIRS.
Gives never-failing inftwniation regarding all kinds of
business, Law suits. claims.
,peccollections. Inveettnents.'
ulation,. changes wills, pengems. insurance, deeds. mortgages, patents. InventIone and
all illoanc4M dliffenitles.

SOUTH

LOVE, COURTS)]IP AND
lIGE.
3IAR
_ • Gives truthful revelations
In all love affairs. troubles,
marriages, family difficulties
and divorce. Settles lovers'
quarrels, gives name of-the
one you will marry and date
of marriage, how to win the
man or woman you love, etc.
HOW TO CONTROL AND
ANYONE
FASCINATE
YOU LOVE AND ADMIRE.
No mattes. what your life
has been I will start you right
again. I will te:I OH how to
control friends ar,d ens-mies.
Thousands have become happy
by taking my advice. Without your asking one question
I will tell you exactly what
you called for, whom and
when you will marry. Call
and I will send you &why happier, wiser and bolder than
before; the sad and brokeuhearted pi away cheerful and

happy.

OP
e

Daylight Store

Ittailest end_Xetr.opoliii.came out

'the more Of 13 to 2 in their favor.
Wilt Block and George Block. of Paducah, were the battery, and Will
Block had the Cairo batters guessing
all the time. The game was fu:1 of
'PRIV ITE
slugging and Metropolis secured 15
safe drives, while Block was toeched
PARLOR/4.
up for three bags. This was Block's
first game this selson, and kis aila
HOURS
was strong, and he had speed, with
a- A. M. TO
good curves. The battery for Cairo
was Halliday and Schwartz. Block
I'. M. DAILY
had 11 strikeouts to his credit.
AND SUNDAY.
NATIONAL.,LEAGUIL

I ADVERTISE

----PRICNCRIPTIOM

OUR

News Notes From the Sunday Papers.

h
le-T
h%
la eoaducted under aayar
pair emrWur
Insures absolute acearaey. 1,V• would
no more think of living )
011 a substi
toted drug in it than we would think
of handing you a counterfeit toles In
change. Bring your prescriptions here
aid they'll be lined esart:y as the
doctor orders. Phone us and we will
call for gad deliver preseriptiens
free

Alexander
The federal grand jurysat Kansas of the Right Hon. James
bell, brother of the /ate premier,
City returned an ittelletment contain- (-a
ry Campbell-Bannerman.
ing nineteen counts against the Mis- Sir
if tahall. of Georgetown. O..
souri. Kansas and Texas railroad.
probably would
charging the conimisky with aseeming saids at thertroops
for • week,
county
'grown
is
replies
the
than
more
shippers
cattle
certain
,
weeks.
two
oi
points
possibly
through rate on shiPments from
The house passed a substitute for
ln Oklahoma to Kansas City.
the District of
James H. Haggard, a business man the.eb,id labor bill for
Sevisoth and Broadway.
recently passed
was
which
Colutribla
libel
in
defendant
made
was
Paris,
of
Phone• 751i
senate.
the
by
bled
$04,000
tis
aggregating
°the
to
ts
amendmen
state
Standing.
The
Mayor O'Brien and three councilmen
ill —
W. L. Pct. Mr. Haggard sued the mayor and matte and consular appmpriat.
a
.722
13
5
Chicago
councilmen charging that they had were disagreed to by the, house
10 6 .666 voted to raise salaries which they ex- -on t, reoce asked.
Pittabu rg
11 %7 .611 pected islet to Aram themselves
!bevy rains for a week have caused
\cir York
along the rivets
.536
1()
Bbst on
Cnder suspension of the rules the i flooded condition
.5.26
Indiana and
10
;Philadelphia
house passed unantmoaely the senate of southern and central
6 16 .375 resolution repeating the actenf the eastern Illinois.
leincinnatl
7 13 .250 territorial h•gislatutas of New Meilen.
Charles Matthias... a (Waage newsBrooklyn
6 14 .300
,
van, committed suicide at Dot
c
paper
ver
St. Louis
governor's
the
over
which passed
Springs_Ark.
March 11, 1103 The territorial
Our driver's duty ierludes more than merely calling
Chicago. May 11.—The bunchlag deals with civil procedure 10 personal
soiled linen and returning the packages after
yonr
for
of two doubles and a abate won the inery eases,
, No Use to Die.
is no
there
that
it. He is required to
regular
we
have
laundered
out
found
have
first game for the locals whlie Wag'1
official
Commiseloner Larrinaga. the
ner's Meal and Abbatiebbio's bit to repnieedtative of the island of Porto use to die et lung trouble as long a.
e owner's
cells upon our customers, to carefully mark tie
:on the second fot Pittehu„. 'Leo in congress. stated id a speech yen, can get Dr. Klieg's, New 13,seniierrew
Icensten
name on the bundle aa he reeeivee it, to avoid any
11. H If
RushIn the house that the people of fry," says Mrs. J. P. White,•of
made
of error, to carefully note any r, pleat made and
11
chance
7
' 6
not be alive today
Chicago
that island were much discontented boro. Pa. "I would
It
2 5 1
medicine
wonderful
Pittsburg
that
it to us for attention and to give at all times
for
only
to
report
United
with the government of the
1 Batteries; -Brown and Klieg;
&omens up a cough quicker than any You'll appre
service tO our customers
polite,
prompt
States.
field and Moran.
tb.ag else, end cures _ lung diseape
.
,
The amount of specie held in the
service
of
our
kind
Mate
d
even after the ease is pronouncn
New York clearing-bouse banks reachSecond (imam.
hopeless.- This most reliable reme500
•
$313.3.04.
of
.record
high
new
a
E
R
Score;
for coughs and colds. lag-rope,
for last week and the earPlus was dy
11 2
Ch icago
asthma, bronchitis and boarsenese, Is
the
of
excess
in
real
per
5
n more than
I
Pittehurg
geld under guarantee at all druggists
reserve rube
Batteries— Pfeister. Overall and 25 per cent,
5ve. and $1.00. Trial bottle tree.
house
Chairman Fowler, of the
Moran; Willits and Gibson.
banking and currency committee, has
Both Phorwo 200. l.20 N I'enarth St.
Dolly—"No; I won't wash
introduced a new We to provide for
RANG ON.
emergency currency and its redensp- face!"
Grandma
.•Naliehty. naughty'
Von by tbe banks of issue Instead of,
as
Oothers.
4-114fee Tein'e as Bad
When I was a little girl 1...always
by the government.
W. J. Bryan left Lincoln yesterday washed my face."
"A friend of _ear family who lived for an extended eastern trip. He exDolly—"Yes. and now look at ft!"
great
a
was
time
with us a short
pects to be In Washington May 12, 1:1 —Philadelphia Inquirer.
sufcoffee drinker and a continual
and 14. He will speak In Baltimore
ferer with dyspepsia. He admitted
Malaria Makes Pale 'Blood.
May 19, and at Hagerstown. Sid May
that coffee disagreed with him, but
The Old Standard GROVE'S TASTE29.
you know how the coffee dr/siker will
The heating of testimony on the LESS CHILI. TONIC dr,ves out mahold On to his coffee. even It be chifeeess ereferred aluminise District At- laria and builds up the system
For
.
dyspepsia.
knows It causes
IT DRAWS to twit the
Jerome was completed In New grown people and children, 50c.
tcrney
"One day he said to me that Poe
Mail GIMP, which you forClosing arguments will be
York.
turn Food Coffee had been recomWhen a woman says her teishand is
inerlranattered. It starts a
26.
flay
on
made
mended and suggested that he would
eh.' may mean that h.. is all
growing hank sootioet and
A verdict was'rendered by a jury st
like very much to try it. I secured a
Ill„ setting amide the In.''
creates a fund whin() will fist,
Bloonvinnto
accordstrictly
it
made
and
package
nally make you Independent.
will of Thomas Crumbaulth, wito left
delighted
was
Ng to directions. He
dollars to the Spiritual.
a
million
half
Make that Viral Deposit
was
everr
with the new beverage, as
tat church
All the patent medicines and
today. We- pay tour per
one of our fatally. He became very
and
, instant)y killed
Two me e'er.
toilet articles aelvert.seei in this
cent. Interht
fond of It and in a short time his
a
paper are on toile atl
Tu-mbcr m I was *reeked when
continued
dyspepsia disappeared.
W
the
piant-Of
the
at
boiler peeks
Store
using the Postum and in about three
McPherson's
C. Wood 1,u her company at Collins,
Fourth arid tiro•dw•y.
months gained twelve pound..
"My hes/sand Is a practicing physi- Miss.
y unusual tieretuony
Without
cian and regards Postum as most
sns
RohieY ,D.
Mimi
Rear
healthful of a:I beverages. He never
of the Atlantic
-inks coffee, but is very fond of linquedied en mend
Charlet/ N.
,Datum. lit fact, all of our tswtly fleet to Rea Omits,
'
Guaranteed pare apple eider.
are, wed we never think of drinking Thomas.
again takwas
bill
*1
In gallon jugs
The
agricult
years old
Two
"The
any
Read
Road
more."
coffee
Mr. Smoot, of
to WeilvIlle" in packages. "There's. er up in the se ate.
outs.
40
lavoesey of the
Utah. speaking i
• Reamia."
407
I Fre# read the above Settee? A SEW freet rewires.
Isaac. Williams. New York pato%
on? t Thee to'We. They
hfrneelf.
itn• g4.4suine , true anti rall of Wawa broker. 'hot and 1. led
l'hones 4'77
124 $• Seetnad
•
iced
hi LuD(lon
The
ann..
is
death
interest.

S. H. WINSTEAD, Druggist
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OUR DRIVER IS CAREFUL

I

Star Laundry

•Ma..110

The First

Deposit is a
Magnet

He

Drug

Country Vinegar

•Ischanics and
Farmers Savings Balk
211 Broadway
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All the new and wanted colors and black
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•

•

M. T. RILEY
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Your Chance to Catch
Furniture Bargains
Many extremely furtunate purchases at
s "Market" this season enables us to offer many
extremely fortunate values to discriminating
and bargain-loving buyers. Our showings
and pricings here are representative of the
niany, many extremely good values to be
found in our stock. ;
•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•
•

•

•

•

of

•

- This Morris ritair is one
of our most popular patterns; is strong and substantial and fitted with
foot rest, for

Look into ourfour=roo

$1.50

$11.50

-tier.

each week and small payment down will furnish parlor, dining -room, bed room and
kitchen complete. Beautiful three and four
room outfits ranging as low as $75 and $125.

the best Dresser

Mahogany

values we have,

Chiffonier is a
lovely pattern,

ever offered.

It

has full swell
front and French

is made of genuine mahogany,
This new design in "Mission" Dining Room Set is
an extra special value, and is a regular $60.00',outfit.
Complete to you for

highly finished
and has French

•

plate pattern

$19.50

$3.75

This genuine

This is one of

•

This artistically designed
French leg, mahogany
finish, full sized Center
Table is a real bargain
for

43.50

mirror, for
only $19.50.

plate mirror,
is a fine example
of modern
furniture building, for
$17.50

$11.50

•

The world's business is done on a credit.
straight and fair business proposition. It
bank extends help to business houses. .*

,-1-t-e
fli,*
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R ODES-BURFORD

Salesrooms 112-114-116 N. Fourth Street.

.411114••'Oir
'i:1

Our credit service is a
extends help just as a
.• •
.*
6
.
RHODES0
BITRitORD
COMPANY
IN

Wareroents 405.407 Jefferson Street

.1046401,4--

41*
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tlons of a municipal airship and of a
*octal dry cistern, and then he beeomes truly exasperating.
AP11111/10011 AND 'VERILY.
The,kind of citizen we like is the
1113 NUN PlIBLISH1NG COMPANY kind who looks serious when a proem, is broached and weights the
HIMPORPOILATED.
merits against the demerits, until he
V. N. 11111111:E. President
satisfied just hew far it is .practicaft I PAXTON. General Di[somas:
hie acid if It is worthy of support,
By Stewart Edward Mills
Illaitered at the pestodlc• at Poinsub throws his whole sole into promotion
Samuel Ropilss Adana
And
1127.. as second clam matter.
of it. We like the sort of local pattake
to
man
a
impels
that
riotism
auuscairnou RATED,
len.by MeClues.Phillips•co.
honest criticism of his home town in
ME DAILY PM
about to coreels
and
the
spirit,
right
Pattern
.18
Costs little to go in comfort
Osprier, per week
Today we place on sale at greatly reduced prices our Imported
malt per month. in advents.. Ai rect it instead of wasting his time
Done.)
last
from
(Continued
our
man. per year, in advanoe
On "The Northland Limited"
quarreling with someone else for disHats and all Trimmed HaLs. Special values in $4 And $5 1 lats. Also
Mai WEEKLY MUM
covering it.
and
Blues
including
-OM
paid
Me year. by mail. postage
"We chivied- vokIioei There was Over Pennsylvania G.R.&I.
entire stock of Untrimmed Colored Straw Shapes,
This thought was called up by the
this sale
Address THE BUN. Palatial'. Ky... action of Mayor Smith in signing the • tbsory under it all. He believed Through Sleeping Car Route
Browns at One-Hall their Regular Value. Hats Trimmed Free during
Phone Set Paducah A Northern franchise. Mayor that volcanic emanations are caused
Ofaes. ill South Third.
sides of that. by a mighty and uncomprebended ener& Yews& Chmage sea New Smith listened to all
Advance sleeping cars leave Louisresults
representatives.
auestion before deciding. A map of gy, something that achieves
explosions nor ville at 3:45 p. an., Tuesdays and Frito
neither
ascribable
for
office
his
in
hung
mu NUN can be found at lb* follow the route was
beat, some eternal, inner source. Ra- days in June for Petoskey and Made,
places.
weeks before he called the general
call inaw thy,
D. Clements•Oa.
After dium, if you choose, only he didn't
franchise.
the
On
act
to.
council
Bros.
Tan Celia
as known to our
"The Northland Limited" with
Radium,
that.
It
!labium' House.
the general council finished, he went modern scientists, he regarded as the sleeping
cars for Mackinac', Little
329 liroadWay
to Louisville, Chicago and 91 Louis harmless plaything of people with time
S'iaverse Hay and Grand Travers.
enrailroad
and
men
railroad
to see
hanging beery on their hands. Ile Day resorts, will be elitablIshed June
gineers and invited them to pick wasn't after force in pin point quauti28th for the season, leaving Louisville
flaws in the franchise, as well as tell tles-he wanted results. Yet I belies e
St 3:45 p. an. daily.
him ust what we had to hope from that, after all, what he sought was u
For particulars about through pas--4wtier wswii490.-ry •4 all kiwi.:
project.
the
The
radium.
,ou
of
power
sort of higher
quently (*ol
I
senger service and tourist faros to comes in.
MONDAY, MAY 11.
Pee,
anesouneyetneene,
He came back and studied it for phenomena were related. And he bad
and
lie
"Often.
are
Itaybold?'"
Dr.
meet
association
salesmen
the
The
of
North
Illustrated
Mlehigan resorts,
ink • WA., liePsikeers ii131.1. bookanother *et and consulted with local some of that concentrated essence of
gots!
a
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about
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work,
for
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descriptions, etc., write C H. Hagsatee• I. t•. ,00t printing 14 all kind, ot The
men about the matter, and when he pitchlilende in the chest when we start• CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
erty, District Passenger Agent, Louie- 350 hogsheatis this week on a broader ibel, We I ra v..1 on tine sans"
-ow
did make up his mind, it was not with ed. Oh, not much, say about ff-'0.000
t'hk'ago
market, all of the European demands, 14411
use? No. vile, Ky.
regard to how many votes the fran- worthe Maybe thirty.
April-190S,
being now represented here. They
,hise might gain or cost, but how Rather for eompariaon. I judge.
were well satisfied with the sales they'
711/
"Yee, we chased volcanoes. I be- well, what you might call temperamuch good it might do Paducah. and
4134
made and expect to sell more and1
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1
mental.
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111111C
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„4088 thing for the benefit of Paducah.
A good deal of tobacco would ha,"
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like u draft et pure, fresh we should ever get away. My tobacco
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planted .this week If the land
been
4080
21
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g
shore
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air. Wherever any of the mirth's pim4083 ters of the Paducah & Northern will ples showed strum of coming to a heed the rum was becoming fidgety. My had been dry enough to work, but
22
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3
possible
Fortunately thei
4055 fail; such a thing is always
g
23
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there were we, taking part is the visits to the beach became quite inter- every day it rained.
4085 in human enterprises. but we shall trouble. By and by the doctor got en esting-to me. One day the doctor weather has been very cool, checkingl
24
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9
4081 have the satisfaction cif knowing that thorougbly poisoned that he had to cume running out of his laboratory the growth of the plants, niauy are
25
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10
4067 the failure wasn't the fault this time lay off. Bark to Philadelphia we came. with so bright a face that I ventured getting over large as it is. The cut
27
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11
worms are ready for business if Mr.
4034 of the cite's neglect to provide term- There an aged seafaring person. tem- to ask him about departure.
28
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11
"'Not so long now, Percy,' be said in Morgan is here.
4031 inals for the railroads.
29
porarily stranded. mulcted the profess4087
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or of a dollar an undertaking that re his old, kind manner. 'Net so 10IK.
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quIrs•d-nu art -and In the course of his The first real success. It his wade We Low lugs
7 754s, • 21
recital touched upon yonder little tees- have yet under entire control to bring rtirumon lugs
106,646
Sots 9 no
.
Medium lugs
pool of infernal Inkaulties.• An un• it, but it lea made.'
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Average for April, 1908
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"'And about time, sir,' said I. 'If Good lugs
charted volcanic island--one that he
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erages were non-Intoxicating. aad•the in which the American' republics are
011ice 318 South Sixth
r caste was dismissed, as no violation of now engaged. Holdasst to your great its trip around South America, and I
"Yon haves spoken. Mr. President, truth that there are no International
ssaih to thank the rulers and the peo- of the other states of this continent eontroversies so serious that they can
the law could be proven.
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ith their admiration for youvi e made the occasion of War It either
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listed than the people of the
"In conclusion, let me speak of mighty country and the pave of its party really desires war. The matStates, no ruler who will labor more
another trip, made a couple of years prcgresi never equalled before, they: ters in dispute between nations are
zealously than the president. no secago by the seereary of state, Ellhu ,all bring into this union their pride nothing; the spirit which dealsagrithr
retary of state who will stndy more
Root, the first-time in our hisppry thelof their Latin -inheritance, of which them is everything.
steeply or advise more wisely than he
"The graceful courtesy of the
Amer:can secretary of state, during there is no better evidence than their
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who holds that office
his term of office, left the country toldesire to speak English!"
twenty republics who have agreed
work accomplished, to everyone who
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he has trot lived
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representative
and
this
was everywhere received
with the stone of the building which Is to ba ernment
President Roosevelt said:
heartiest greeting, a greeting which the home of the international union American citizen, and the work to be
"This- is a memorable occasion for leetes touched oar people, and I of American
done within the walls that are to rise
isalMblicshemiseat! the people of the western
Sieh to say once more how apprecia-I "The wise4111herrailty of the COlt-. on this site, can not fall 'to be powerBoth Phones 191.
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ar which we lay tcday, emphasizes by him.
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say that though we have had other In execution of Its design to make the ries of hoepitallty end friendship
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"At the outset, on behalf of all of great secretaries of state, we have national capital an object of national gather about it. anal -may al' the
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"The public spirit and enthusiasm the instrument of a common pur100 Seabb Third St.. Paducah. Ky. from one who has so sincerely sole
greatest achievement has been the suc- for sthe good of humanity which have pose."
lilt BOOK and
eas which has come as the result of Inspired an American citizen. Mr.
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things are armed clean betterment, for the material and mot- dollars to the construction of elle all that has been said of Electric Bitters as a tonic medicine. It is good
al welfare of all ;who dwell in the building.
western hemisphere."
"Into the appropriate adornment for ever) body, It corrects stomach.
Bandlima Ambassador.
and fitting of the edifice will go the liver and kidney disorders la vs wompt
"There has never been a parallel contrileitions of every Ameriean re- and efficient manner and builds up
for the sight which this ceremony of public. a:realy pledged and. In a the system." Electric Bitters is the
eying of the corner-stone of this great measure, already paid Into the best spring medicine ever sold over a
druggist's counter; as a blood purlbuilding presents; that of _twenty-one fund of the union.
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$125 Reward

Mr. Raffles will be at the Crystal
theater Tuesday afternoon in and out
between 2 and 5:30 o'clock.
The show this week is the strongest that has been played at the Crystal
for some time.
- Tuesday souvenir day.
Next amateur contest .Thursday
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HOLLOWELL CASE

WRESTLERS

I We Clean Carpets...

Kidney Diseases Cause Ralf'the cone.
moo Aches and Ills of Paducah
People.
JUDGE LINCOLN WOt'LD ItEDUcE
WILL coNTT ON MA-BEFORE
(Continued from page one.)
CONFERIONCK
ATHLETIC CLUB.
As one weak link weakens a chain,
Second Trial ot Cane.
so weak kidneys weaken the shot-'
If you want your carpets BEATEN and NOT
This is the second trial of the case,
body and hasten the final breaking
preliminaries
which
involves
alleged
CLEANED
send them elsewhere. If you want them
Effort for ()pen Meetings of Commit- down.
l'aduvah Boys WM Strive for Local
of the Princeton raid by night riders.
Overwork, strains, colds and oth,r
tee on lepiecopocy Is
Honors at Eagles' Gyinuashun
iade to look like new with a
thouroughly CLEANED send them to us.
December 1, 1906..a family quarrel
causes injure the kidneys, and 'A twii
Inleated.
Thursday.
package of
growing out of the knowledge of the
their activity is lessened the w hole
affair, and plant bed depredations on
body suffers from the excess of uric
both sides leading to the attack on
saloon circulated in the blood.
Baltimore, May II.-- The first resoTuesday night the Paducah Ath- Robert and Mary Hollowell the mornAches and pains and languor and
lution looking to the reduction in the urinary ills come, and there is an eve, letic club will have a wrestling match ing of May 2. 1907. The suit is for
size of the general conference of the Increasing tendency towards diabetes at the Eagles' hall for the benefit of $50.000 and one for a simile': amount
Methodist church was presented that and fatal Brigbt's disease. There is the club, which was organized _re- has been entered by Mary Hollowell,
Phones 121.
Price
body. It was offered by Judge C. Z. no real help for the sufferer except cently. The first bout will be between while their, 12-year-old son,
$25,000.
sued for
and 23c at
Lincoln, of the Troy (N. Y.) eon- kidney help.
Rob Browder and Henry Ruoff, and Hollowell, has
The last trial resulted in a bung
reroute, and was referred to the com- „Doan's Kidney Pills act directly on the second between Claude Reeder,
jury, standing ten for $40,000 and
mittee on temporal economy. This the kidneys and cure every kidney 111. lightweight champion of the city, and
two for the defendant.. Judge Evsubject comes up at every session of Paducah cures are the proof.
Owen Bell. Leslie Jones, middleans dismissed the jury after inquirthe general conference, and always
I. L. Davis, 219 Broadway. Padu- weight champion of the city, and
ing how they stood, and declared thitt
creates extended diecussions. Judge cah, Ky., says: "I was greatly bene- Charles Brian. heavyweight champion
the next one would come from a seck•
Litimin's proposition 'Is to reduce the fited by the use of Doan's Kidney of the city, will try for the honors of
Don free from influences and commembership to .W0 delegates, equally Pills, proctired at DuBois eon & Co.'s the mat, and following this Elmer
C. L. Van Meter, Manager,
posed entirely of men not members
DAUS STORE
divided between the ministers and drug store I suffered from backache Collins and Louis Smith will try for
of ally association that might prejulaity.
for some time but a short use of this falls. After these bouts Leslie Jones dice them.
All Kinds of Hauling. Second
An effort was made to secure recon- remedy proved very satisfactory in re- will meet the losers of the first two
One of the defendants, John E.
and Washington Streets.
sideration of a resolution, voted down lieving the trouble. I can recommend bouts and both will try to throw him Hollowell, is the brother of the plain
yesterday, permitting the presence of Doan's Kidney Pills very highly to in ten minutes. The last bout will tiff,
while John W. Hollowell, anWarehouse for Storage.
the members of the conference at the those afflisted In this way."
be between two Hialt school boys. other defendant, is the plaintiff's
erecutive sessions of the .various
For male by all dealers. Price 50 All Of the amateurs entered for the cousin, and chairman of the county
Both Phones 499.
standing committees. The attempt cents. Foster-Milburn Co.. Buffalo, bouts are good athletes, and some tobacco association.
• was defeated, however, thus insuring New York, sole agents for the United good, clean sport Is expected.
Lulu Hollowell is the wife of John
the continued secrecy of the meetings States
E. Hollowell, and she is charged by
If You Don't
of the committee on episcopacy,
Remember the name-Doan'sthe plaintiffs wrth being the original
think that word person over and it,
Succeed the first time use Herbine cause of the trouble. They declare
which is the only one that holds closed and take no other.
will problbly aid you in my' capture.
and you will get instant relief. The she borrowed a mask from Price Holfritsrsity hildiug - Ram 205
sessions and which deals with all quesstep up and approach them and say,
greatest
liver
regulator.
A
positive
tions pertaining to the bishops
Tennessee river yesterday and went
lowell shortly before the Princeton
"You are the Mysterious Mr. Raines
to BrOokport to unload her cargo. cure for Constipation, Dyspepsia, Ma- raid and that her husband, John E.
of The Daily- Sun" and if you are cerExtracting Teeth and Plate
She will return this evening, and will laria, Chills and all Utter complaints. Hollowell, begged the plaintiffs not
tain you have the right man take him
Work e Specialty.
page
one.)
-(Continued
from
leave on her return trip up Tennessee *r. C-, of Emory. Texas, writes: to say anything about that fact and
to The Sun office for (templeto identi"My wife has been using Herbine for confessed to the detailsoof the raid.
river Wednesday at noon.
fication and call for the Raffles editor.
getting
side
of
the
diamond.
After
herself
children
for
five
years.
and
The Dick Fowler rim her regular
They allege repeated entreaties from
I don't expict to go free in Paduexcursion 'to Cairo yesterday, and car- It is a sure cure for constipation and him to keep still and threats if they permission from the manager of the cah very long, as I realize I Will have
DR. KING BROOKS.
park we drove to the center of the
ried the largest crowd she has had yet, malaria fever. which is substantiated did not keep still.
some lively &Aging in this size
diamond, where there was an an- to do
as Sunday was an Ideal day to spend by what It has done for my family."
Then they assert Robert Hollocity. Anyhow I challenge the public
Ititi•e Stage.,
on the river. Today the Fowler will J. H. Oehlschlaeger, Lang Bros., C. well's plant bed was scraped and they nouncement made in behalf' of the to make it interesting for me while it
Mysterious Mr. Raffles. of the PaduCairo
41.3 2.0 net leave Cairo at 2:30 o'clock and ..ar- 0. Ripley.
not only heard John E. Hollonell's
fasts. And if you are a shrewd, obcah Sun. One ball player said, "You
12.2 1.6
beee_at_t• in n'elgek
This will
CLattantMga
near the plant bed that
serving persen you wilt -Ise-4-140.
have
sofyour
.nerve.
Cincinnati
4-3.9 0.2 fall give the Dick time to carry out moon"Your husband says he works like but they followed foot tracks to hi certain-5'
richer for your observation.
37.3 2.1 rise light excursions
Evansville
This morning she a dog," said one woinan•
, home. A few nights later John E. Never mind. Mr. Ball Players, you
No perpon in any way connected
6.1 0.6 fall left on her regular trip with a good
Florence
'Yes, it's very similar," answered Hollowell's plank bed was scraped will not be the only ones that will be with The Evening Sun will be given
leave
surprised
before
I
the
city
of
Johnsonville
12.7 3.1 fall Monday morning business.
In
other.
"He
comes
with
the
muddy and Mrs.. Mary Hollowell has been inthe reward. The only place I reserve
Paducah. I made the tour of the
19:6 0.5 rise
The Egan, which Is en route to feet. maker-thnself comfortable by dicted for that work.
Room 7, Trueheart Ballg, upthe right of not being captured is my
sole
purpose
to
give
the
city
for
the
24.5 2.2 tire Memphis with a tow of coal for the the fire and wants to be fed."The night of the raid, plaintiffs
place of residence.
stairs. Nest to Catholic church. New Mt. Carmel
Paducah
a
chance
to
fair
public
of
Nashville
19.3 1,3 rise West
Coal company, Washington Star.
Kentucky
allege: the riders were not masked.
I also wish to state hat I will approse 130d.
ilfe.
in
private
see what I look like
I'It tsburg
13.0 4..5 fall bumped into the pier at the Cairo
and they recognised the defendants
pear some time betwffien the hours
to
capture
Now
public
to
aid
the
20.5 1.5 rise bridge yesterday morning and lost two
Ste Louis
Holloin a crowd of about 75. Mrs.
wherever
am advertised to appear;
De.Yon Love
36.6 2.8 rise barges of coal. The towboat broke
NI t. Ver
HollowelCs hr- me. I will give you a little tip which so keep a sharp lookout. as I am
Your baby?
You wonder why he well says at Jan E.
trouble.
will
save
you
lots
of
.. 33.9 0.14 rise loose from her tow but after passing
her, the
Padtatah
liable•to tern up at the most linencries. Buy a bottle of White's Cream der, one of the mob shot at
Wu„--,T4to -gosego-al-Flaelemals--1514.
-1.--arilL-nosag-appoar-on.
a-her faceoat:Jim bridge-gettrege&AL a
.
gerlintt -hit' will nerevery.
about 37 feet by Wednesday.
and proceeded. The two barges sank
The defendants produced alibis and unless I am disguised, so don't ex- get the conditions of the capture
Most babies have worms, and the
pect to find me by the Wray I looked twisted, as yon -will lose the reward if
inimediately, and not a Itirwp of the
mothers don't know It. White's Cream attempted to impeach the characters
The stage this morning Was 33.9. coal was sayed.
Sunday. Read The Sun daily and get you fail to •aroach me correctly.
produced
an
plaintiffs,
who
of
the
Vermifuge rids the child of worms
noosing
is rive of .it sinee Sunday
my description. Today I will wear a And be sure and have the latest copy
The Bottorff arri'vcd-yeeterciay from
and cleans out its system in a pleas- equal number of witsesses to estabblack suit, black hat and tie, and if of The Sun, for without the paper in
:esterday morning the slams was 32.1, Nashville with a good list of passenant way. Every mother should keep lish their good characters.
hich was a rise of 1.2 since Satur- gers and plenty of freight. Today
Attorneys for the plaintiffs are you see any person, stop and your possession the reward will not
a bottle of this medicine in the house.
day morning. The wind was In the rhe left for. Cirriarville, Tenn , and
be given.
•
Hon.
With it, fear need never enter her Miller & Miller. of Paducah.and
will return tqmerrow.
.outh, and the weather clear.
Every day I will give a description
Louisville. AtDuRelle,
of
George
mind. Price 25c. J. H. OehlschlasThe Chattanooga _arrived from the
The Clyde' will arrive tonight from
of the people I come in contacrwith
torneys for the defendants are Yost
ger, Lang Bros., C. 0, Ripley.
These are the foundations upon
the Tenueasee river, and after unloadthe .preyloes.tezz„, I will keels vixen& Laffoon, of MadisonvHle. and Ward
ing freight at Joppa, will be at the
which we are buildine eucct.se.
tures and no dotititind many. So
Princeton.
Hotter to Contractors.
stetionery of all kinds; Headiey. of
Our hornet are groomed to the
) The defendants are John E. Holinvitations
rid get busy and make it interesting for
The board of public works will re- wharf until Wednesday eveniog, when program..
Do you want to
Yours respectfully,
bo
.
k. towel!. J. W. 140710Vell, Lulu Holloini
,
1114,„
pink of condition &war( and our
0,41ing
eche bids at their °Mee In the city she will l'eaVe onfier regular trip.
of it, If so,take Dr.Miles me.MYSTERIOUS
MR. RAFFLES.
The John S. Hopkins was in and
well. Wallace Oliver, Firm _Oliver.
equipment the heat, yet our
-hall on Tuesday. May 12, 1908, at 3
lets:
printing of all kinds at The
diNervine
modified
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Murphy.
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for
Evansville
with
a!
Oliver,
Joseph
;Milton
in.
reconstruction
o'clock
p.
for
the
prices are extreabeis reaaunatile.
Sun.
trip. There was no Evansvllie
'Turner. William Turner. William rected in pamphlet around
"Ps." laid little Tommy, getting a
Next illusion want to take • of Broadway and Jefferson streets'good
i
,packet
today,
since
the
Joe
Fowler
is
Larkin, Sid Smith, Otis Smith, James bpttle. In addition to the bright idea, "I can do something you
from Ninth to Eleventh streets, for
drive, just call
Buck
Pickering.
Malachi
Hyde.
can't."
the streets, concrete sidewalks and'being repaired. The Hopkins will be
Lacey, 'Trey Lacey, Lucian MCKinney, direct curative
"What?" demanded his father.
stone curbing and gutter, as per plans 'In tomorrow again.
The Margaret arrived yesterday
B. Malone, Marion Brown. Edgar it has a soothing effect up"Oro!" replied the y oungster.and specifications In the Once of the
Oliver. Swift' Murphy. William Mur- on the nervous system by Philadelphia Press.
city engiaeer. under the ordinance nom the Tennessee river with a tow
of ties tor the Ayer & Lord Tie comphy. Richard Pool, James Chambers.
providing for same.
the
rheumatic
which
Jack Chambers. Joseph Cantrell.
They will also receive bids for pany. She left_.on ter return trip tocontrolled,
and
pains
are
William
Tandy
and
Ed
Gray,
-John
Either Pious
grading and graveling West Clark day.
417-421
Brown.
The Pavonia arrived today from
assured.
sleep
rest
and
fifty
street
from
Tenth
street
to
the
100
Jeffers.' SI. foot street on the west side of the the Cumberland -river with a tow of
It ,has made many
•
.
Gould priMerty. 'and Gould avenue ties.
painful
'disease,
of
this
there
was
not
Because
a
breath
of
from the intersection of Clark street
some of them after yeaffi
to the intersection of Brunson street, -wind 'ItirrIng yesterday a party of
as per plans and specifications in -the young peopte missed a ride in a sail
of suffering. If it will
The
Victoria, was rigged
16) engineer's office, under the ordi- iboat.
cure
others why not you.
out for the first time with the white
name providing for same.
WILL GUARD INDIANA BURLEY If your case is complimoven., but there was not enough
BOARD OF' PUBLIC WORKS.
Brunson's last cud on heds
COUNTIES FROM INVASION.
wind to sail. In • month the boat will
cated, write us for advice,
By I. F. Kolb, Secretary.
ding plants. Rose plants, GeI. A Washington. City Eagineer. leave for the West Indies islands, and
ILLINOIS CENTRAL EZit costs you nothing and
ranium, Coleus, etc., at 2
before she will leave a thorough fryCIIIISION
cents. Largest and best asprolonged
save
you
may
ing out will be given her.
(distant General Perry Fintls Tobacsortment of roses at lowest
suffering.
The Major Slaeksis coming up the
co Planters Ii Mete of Terror
prices ever qfiered in Padu"I was so crippled that I could
river from Cairo en route to CincinEverywhere
&memoir walk. After having my shoes
cah.
could
manage
for
an
hour
or
two
1
on
nati with a tow.
to walk by suffering the pain. Then
The Saltine left last night for St
I began to have pains all through
my system. My doctor told me I had
Louis after her regular trip up th,
an acute attack of inflammstqry -4
AGENCY
Indianapolis, -Ind., May 11.-Adjt
T. nrobsee river.
.
rheumatism. I read about Dr. Miies'
Nervine, bought a bottle and I comGen. Perry, oL the Indiana National
The Kuttawa arrived today and was
menced to get better from the start
guard, who was sent by Governer
doing harbor work around the wharf,
and for the past alx months hays
any pain, and am abis to
scarcely
into
the
Hainly
tobacco-raishiff
comePassengers on the Dick Fowler
walk as well as ever."
The following reduced rates
ties along the Ohio river, reported to
JAM. If. SAND111:RB,
were stung in reality yesterday and
Ilire announced:
P. 0. Box 5, Rockaway. N. J.
while
the executive. He arranged
the crew had a warm time with .
druggist
sells Dr. Mlles' NervYour
absent for the sheriffs of all the coondrove of bees in a contention over the
iest. and we authorize him to return
Baltimore. Md. - General
price of first bottle (only) if it falls
beea
riders
have
ties
night
in
which
the
Just
as
ownership
of
the
stage.
conference
M. B. church.
to benefit you.
active to organise "mlffete men," not
ectikacii tW.1
Inch pulled out from the Cairo wharf,
Dates of sale May 3, 4 and 5.
Miles Medical Co., Elkhart,Ind
and
to
county,
each
less
than
500
in
a drove of bees laded' down on the
Return limit May 30. Round
ferret out the violators of the law remiddle of the stage. The stage was
trip $31.85.
gardless of cost. He also arranged
out over the water Inid when the boat
for militia companies In the same
was running there was no disturbance
stctions to respond at a moment s
except when an inquisitive rouster
notice to the call of any sheriff for
ventured too close. An Was well, but
arsistance.
the members of the mew were rackGen. Perry said the tobacco growing their brains for they knew ay.
FREE
ers that he visited are to a state of
boat had to land rather soon, and to)
terror and were fearful of the destrucREAL ESTATE PRICE LIST. passenger would dare intrude,on the
tion of their property If they tried to
rights of the bees. A box was slipped
Can. Soil Of Tameless Lir
raise tobacco. Several of the letters
over the bees, but they crawled out
received by them were postmarked at
and perched themselves on the box
And
J. T DONOVAN,
hillton, Ky. He thinks the large
ready for any trouble. The next land835
FRATERNITY
BLDG
Pb....
Agent. Ott Office, Paducah,
force of men who are to be made
ing was in night, and Captain Merk
Ky.
PADUCAH, KY
deputy siterlffe will Inspire orerlidence
Cole hid the crew put on the fire hose
, R. M. PRATHER.
and wash the bees off the stage. The
Agent Union Depot.
11111PATR0LMAN JAMES CLARK
passengers were on deck watching,
DATE FOR JAILER
'.%
but there was a scampering for the
Patrolman James W. Clark has encabin, when the been began leaving
terer, the Democratic prItgary for city
Distilled
the stage
.14:tler, and with his tame following of
friends at least will be a factor in the
Stop Grumbling
rare. Patrolman Clark has been on
rheumatism
or
If
you
suffer
from
$11094660 116'9'64 rotitryiet_k barked by chains
the
fore* five years. In the hattlr
Ballard's
Snow
(min,,
IS
for
'Liniment
S300 000.0.
anti
with
John Tice, colored, at Eleventh
poure
oars' succe,..
I will bring quick relief. It is a sure
reflanna hlo condition, or refund tuition.
Broadway, Christmas
t reet and
Sprains,
Rheumatism,
Concure
for
Drimee-.1'0,
^tIlifunfi, Patrolman Clark was shot in
petlton•, by not tracted Muscles aed all pains-and
Everythinv
his
the leg and the wound has is•ver heal
LUNGS po,posItion, c..,n.,.tr,th. that heaccepting
teaches more within the reach of all. Price 211c,
AND CURE
ed perfectly.
Bookkeeping lit Milt months than they 50e, $1.00
C. R. Smith, Tenaha
do in sit Brno dhoti nen convince'
"I have used Ballard'e
of the Tex., Writes:
Greet Revival.
Snow Liniment In my family for
Iflourtft•porter•
Thirty conversions and fourteen ad
fine
remyears
and
have
a
found
It
the system of ahorthand Drone
ditto* to the church have resulted
teaches. because 'tiny know It leTHE 1114C2 edv for all pales and aches. I recomhoollilet ••Wlig
fioni the protracted meeting at the
roe YttrY. cstaiLoguk antiexplain
all, cep mend It for pains in the cheat" .1
" whirh
learn Telegraphy,
Tennessee
Street Methodist church,
scoMoli,
it Oehlsehiseger. Lang Bros.. C. 0
on or writers°.
conducted by the Rev T. J Owen
Ripley.
DRAUGNOWS
and th•1 Bev. Mr Dees. The Re".
PRACTICAL BlISINETI COLLEGE •
TUSUSUL
Mr. Dees will go to another point to.s to Day
Ever notice hte. hard
a26-3211Sosti
Third
Skill
While Mr Owen will cohtinue the
day
FAIIITCA
lit
"easy
fel a thing on the
payment'
(ineorporsled
!attains.
•
oir Vt. 19tti4 or kivitym. l''s n

Elkay's Straw Etat
Cleaner
loc

New City Laundry and
Carpet Cleaning Works

i

McPnerson's

•
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WEAK KIDNEYS MAKE WEAK
OODLES.

TO 500 DELEGATES

Old
Straw
Hats

•

THE PADIVAH EVENTNG SUN.

11

City Transfer Co.

Dr. Stamper
DENTIST

IR. RUFUS STARTS

!I

6#

RIVER NEWS 1

FIRST CLASS MIRY
-MODERATE PRICES

'

Rheimatism
get

properties

1

HAWLEY AND SON

eures

i

Ida

MINUTE MEN

Headquarters

Rose Plants for 2c

For

tillGAR W. WHITMORE
REAL ESTATE

Early Times

Jack Beam

KILL"COUCH]100KKEEPING

King's
New,Discovery

FOIS8Eir

--

bacir

in the
bicycle line.

SHORTHAND r`nrnrt,

S. E. Mitchell

in the spring of
1900. Sold in bottles with
the government $tamp
over the neck, showing
conclusively the age. .•

For the cupboard and medicine
chest there is nothiug major

•
PAOK WANT
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SUCCESS WITH OUR SALE SINCE THE OPER% OF THE DOORS
Last Tuesday Morning. Sale Nearly Half Over, but Thousands of Dollars Worth of Good Clothes to
Sell All This Week. A Renewal of Many Bargains, and Some that are Money-Savers, Will Appear
In this "Ad"for Your Perusal Today. Sale Continues All This Week.

SPECIAL EFFORT TO SELL 1,000 WHITE LINEN SKIRTS
in any
these
number
-ettry—ited-440---eltit-h-L-Alutot-Wititnen skirts v itn two folds made to tit
'had at the sale that size you may want will go on sale tomorrow
be
Suitsf still
A Pit
and
well,48
lasts all week at our store. These Suits have been nronouneed the best morning for........--want
we
had,
ever
have
we
sale
any
at
offereo
Were It
price
ever
right
have
for the money we
These are great summer Skirts and S2.50 would be the
19.95 not for the sale that continues all this week.
to !ell them all and for this reason the price will only
A lot of„Linen Skirts made with gores and hard. uu any
Means a $25 00 Suit with striped Taffeta unit g evra sized for large ladiei, will go on sale tomorrow
514.95 and the best of workmanship, there are probably miming for
25 of these.Suits and until all of them are sold during the sale that Ndstinone of the best ub summer Skirt* we hsve and were the Price t % !re
This is ----_1111_44ties-ittek,tha staLge_i:ur
. d on.. that
lrn
t.ca
..n
histuw
tahlle tbo

895
$19•
Reduced
Prifes
still bold
good on all
White and
Colored
Linen Suits
all this
Week

1

1.69

i Su loft and all the owning
There are only 11 of the.e
we want to clear our
week the price will not chair
stock of all spring clothes and have only summer t ings to sell. That's
$7.95
why they will be sold for

$7.95.

t
rds:ea;
:47;111rigir—
Skirts.ill
p
A lot of 21 $914
..Linen
081111111. medium or large, will go,
is cosily was
-:
during sale to

1.98

This Linen Skirt is one that can be worn by any lady wearing the best
clothes and the linen in the Skirt is worth more than you are paying for
Skirt made up. Sale on these Skirts all this week.
The lot of $3 50 and 13 98 Linen Skirts are the best values we have Aer the entire
shown. These are tucked and trimmed with lace. The regular prices- on Speridl cut prices on Spring Jackets, Silk Drone.. aod Lingerie 1)rticseoi
these Skirts we $5 and $6. These wiRbe on sale all during Fide this week. and in fact all our stock will be redui ad for the sale that v iil run through:
out the entire week.
Reductions on all summer Skirts all week.

OUR SALE A
SUCCESS

SINCE OPENING OF
OUR DOORS

Since the opening of the doors
last Tuesday morning, our sale
has been a success, and this
week will be a repetition of
last week if low prices and
beautiful goods will do it.

There will be a renewal of
many bargains—some of them
announced in this ad arid others
which only a money saving visit
will disclose. Conic soon; tomorrow would he it good day.

317 BROADWAY

Shirt
Waists
Will
be on sale
at
reduced
prices
all this
Week

THE KENTUCKY
Moving Pictures

Vaudeville

May 11
Afternoon and Evening

5c==Admission--5c

Illustrated Songs

ALL THIS WEEK
May 16
The Infantile Prodigy
BABY SCRUGGS In Songs and Dances
Busy All the Time! ?:3°t°5:3°;7:3o to 10:30
Program Changed Every Day

5c==Admissionms5c

Amateur Contest Every Friday Night. Three Cash Prizes to the Winners.

The Mysterious Mr. Raffles
Will visit The Kentucky sometime Monday, May 11. A cash prize of $125 is yours if you capture him in the house.
4.

—

Tv."11 N't)ur

t()Sttid 11'()u N()thit-114 But

PROCESS CREAM - MEAL
BRADLEY'S NEW
Will not heat or must. You shall know it by its whiteness.
1 Manufewtured Daily b BRADLEY BROS. Paducah Kentucky

•

